
Plasma-enhanced atomic layer etching (ALE) for 
anisotropic and isotropic removal of materials 
 

Introduction: Plasma ALE is a thin-film processing technique for removing materials in a layer by 
layer manner. ALE can be classified into two broad categories, namely anisotropic and isotropic ALE. 
For anisotropic plasma ALE, material is removed in a directional manner. For instance, when 
anisotropic plasma ALE is performed on a substrate consisting of 3D trench structures (Fig. 1a), only 
the material at the top and bottom trench surfaces are removed while the material on vertical 
sidewalls are left intact (Fig. 1b). On the other hand, when isotropic plasma ALE is performed on the 
same 3D substrate (Fig. 1c), material is removed equally from all the trench surfaces (Fig. 1d). The 
charged ions generated in a plasma are used for conducting anisotropic plasma ALE whereas neutral 
radical species are used for performing isotropic plasma ALE. 

 

Figure 1. Cross-sectional TEM images of 3D trench nanostructures (a) before and (b) after anisotropic plasma ALE of a silicon 
nitride thin-film and (c) before and (d) after isotropic plasma ALE of a silicon nitride thin-film. Anisotropic ALE removes films 
only from the planar top and bottom surfaces of the 3D trench nanostructures while leaving films on the vertical sidewalls 
intact. Isotropic ALE removes film from all surfaces of 3D trench nanostructures. 1,2 

Project: The goals of this project are to investigate new approaches for anisotropic and/or isotropic 
plasma ALE. A new approach to anisotropic ALE can be performed by controlling the energy 
distribution of ions during plasma exposure through the application of tailored bias voltage waveforms 
to the substrate. As for isotropic etching, the focus will be on understanding and developing new 
plasma ALE processes in a new and rapidly growing field. By utilizing plasmas for isotropic etching a 
wider processing window is expected as well as the potential to etch more resistant materials. 

The plan for which measurements will be exactly performed depends on when the student is available 
for the project.  

Location and supervision: The project will mostly consist of experimental work, which will be in 
either the cleanroom or labtuin both of which are located in the Spectrum building. You will work in 
the Plasma and Materials Processing (PMP) group and you will be supervised by Shashank 
Balasubramanyam (Postdoc) or Nick Chittock (PhD candidate). 
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